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with some exceptions, shipments of
articles on the ear are subject to the
ear’s classification and trade
requirements.for goods classified by
the eaea as eaf, the reexporter
must certify in writing that the
articles are not provided for by the
ear.for goods that are not listed in
the eaea list, and have no eaea list
identifier, the exporter may use
either the general u.s. tariff
schedules or general harmonized
system (ghs) rules of origin to
certify that the articles are not
provided for by the ear. if the
articles are not provided for by the
ear, then an ear number must be
assigned, on a case-by-case
basis.the ear provides that the
importer may assign an ear number
to an article that has a non-eaea list
identifier and for which there is no
eaea list identifier.however, a non-
eaea article may not receive ear
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status under this provision unless it
meets the requirements of the
ear.in other words, the eaea lists do
not contain a non-eaea list identifier
and an article is not provided for by
the ear. there are certain
exceptions to this rule.for example,
electronic items may be used to
perform functions that are not
provided for by the ear.some of
these items are identified as ear-
eaf, and can be reexported under
license exception rpl with a
statement certifying that the item is
not provided for by the ear.to
qualify for ear-eaf status, a product
must be identified by the ear as a
defense article and must be used as
a replacement for a defense article.
see the ear to itar document pairs
above for details.the ear provides
that it may be used to obtain ear-
eaf status for any articles that are
not provided for by the
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ear.however, a non-eaea article that
is reexported under license
exception rpl can only receive ear-
eaf status if it also receives eaea
status.
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the ear requires an exporter to
obtain an approval or authorization

from the u.s. department of
commerce, bureau of industry and
security (bis), to reexport articles
provided for by the ear.this rule of
origin (roo) applies to all one-time

licenses or renewals of roo.to
qualify for an roo for the ear, the
exporter must also obtain an ear

number from the bis.the ear
number is the same as the eaea list
identifier.to obtain an ear number, a

reexporter must submit an
application for ear status, or renew
a previously approved ear.there are
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exceptions to this requirement.see
the ear to itar document pairs

above for details. the ear provides
that an exporter may obtain ear
status for an article if the item is

subject to a license exception to the
ear. a license exception is an

exception to the ear that is in effect
at the time of a transaction.a

license exception may be a one-
time license, an annual license, or a

perpetual license. this license
exception authorizes the export to

any country, except iran, north
korea, syria, or a transitional

national party (tnp) country that is
designated as a category i tnp

country or a category ii tnp country
in the ear (supplement no. 1 to part

774 of the ear). a list of tnp
countries is published in

supplement no. 1 to part 774 of the
ear. the term "tnp" refers to a

political party in a country that has
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a significant military, political, or
economic relationship with a

country that is listed in category i or
ii, or both. this license exception

permits the export to the territory of
any country that is listed in country
groups e:1 or e:2 in supplement no.
1 to part 740 of the ear. exports to

the territory of any such country are
subject to the restrictions on the

export of encryption items set forth
in license exception enc.
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